In this research, we study a cost minimization problem for a firm that acquires capacity from providers to accomplish daily operations on telecommunication networks. We model the related optimization problem considering quality of service and capacity requirements and offer a solution approach based on genetic algorithm (GA). Our model reckons the tradeoff between the network capacity acquisition cost and opportunity cost arise when data transmission quality for real-time tasks manifested at undesired levels. To better represent the related features and complexities, we model both capacity and loss probability requirements explicitly, and then, formulate delay and jitter requirements as level matching constraints. Using an experimental framework, we analyze how optimal behavior of the firm is affected by different price schemes, transmission quality and task distributions. We also compare three GA based heuristic solution approaches and comment on the suitability of them on resource selection and task allocation problems.
Introduction
Telecommunications industry has become more complex during the last couple of decades because of the increasing number and diversity of actors, their continuously changing business strategies and business models. Firms utilize telecommunication networks to maintain their daily activities including traditional business transactions and real-time applications such as audio/video streaming and voice over TCP/IP. Each of these applications may have different network capacity, due date and quality of service (QoS) requirements.
Firms acquire network capacity (a certain level of bandwidth) required to carry out their daily operations.
This capacity can be acquired from network operators such as AT&T and SPRINT, or from brokers that offer bandwidth polled from multiple network/backbone providers. While the backbone providers own the network, brokers do not have their own network infrastructure. In order to provide services broker firms must lease capacity from the network operators, and sell it to consumers in variety of configurations to make the margin. For example, Bandwidth Brokers Group, (http://bandwidthbrokersgroup.com/about-bandwidthbrokers) sells bandwidth either as a bundle or individually. Giglinx Global (http://www.giglinx.com/ tier-1-bandwidth-brokers.html) is another bandwidth broker offering highly flexible packaging configurations by leasing network capacity from multiple globally distributed network providers, and by doing so successfully, able to offer competitive bandwidth pricing and premium support.
Companies (i.e., bandwidth consumers) obtain certain level of network capacity from bandwidth providers (which can be broker-type firms or genuine network operators with their own infrastructure) and then assign the acquired bandwidth to their planned activities. 1 Characterization of a network resource usually includes bandwidth capacity, time duration and QoS. In this study, as is the case in previous studies in this domain, we make the assumption that the contract and/or the service level agreement (SLA) signed between the consumer firm and the network provider firm specifies the level of bandwidth, QoS, and duration, and reports these metrics on a per period basis. There usually are two different types of cost categories related to the use of telecommunication networks. The first one is the acquisition cost that is associated with the procurement of the network resources. The second one is the opportunity cost that incurred when transmission rates for real-time tasks drop below the desired levels. Since firms have a heterogeneous set of tasks (daily activities) with different bandwidth and QoS requirements, they either use more than one providers and/or sign different contracts specifying different bandwidth and QoS demands. In practice, bandwidth resources at lower QoS levels are often used for traditional low-volume/lessurgent data applications, while bandwidth resources with higher QoS levels (i.e., more expensive resources) are used for time sensitive/critical applications. Hence, firms are often in a position where they have to deal with a cost minimization problem that exposes a tradeoff between resource acquisition cost and the opportunity cost.
We model the cost minimization problem from the bandwidth-consuming firm's point of view in a telecommunication network environment where capacity can be acquired from one or more providers, each with different QoS levels and with competitive price schemas. In some form or fashion (a combination that is the most advantages), the firm has to first obtain the needed network capacity (i.e., data bandwidth) from one or more providers, which may be bandwidth brokers or network operators (or a combination of both, or multiple contracts with one or more of the providers) to complete the planned tasks using the obtained capacity.
In telecommunication networks, the resource quality is common measured by delay, jitter and packet loss. Delay is the characterization of how long does it take for data to go through the network from a source to a destination. Jitter represents the variance in delay. 2 While real-time applications are very sensitive to delay and jitter, traditional data applications are not, (although, they are sensitive to packet/data loss). In video application, jitter cases intermittent freezing, and in audio applications it leads to awkward pauses in the middle of a conversation. Sudden changes in jitter may also cause packet loss. 3 Generally speaking, in such situations where there is a packet loss, the receiver has two options: (1) completely ignore the lost data, or (2) send a request for retransmission to the sender. For realtime applications, which is also call time-fixed application such as videoconferencing, ignoring the loss of a packet may be more appropriate as these application are less insensitive to small number of loses. However, for data applications, which are also called size-fixed applications such as file transfer, retransmission is more appropriate, since the lost packet may invalidate the completeness and accuracy of the transmitted content. QoS of the resources may affect the bandwidth consuming firms in two crucial ways. First, size-fixed tasks might use too much capacity, since they need to be retransmitted at the event of packet loss. Second, opportunity cost can be realized by decreasing transmission rate when there is unacceptable levels of quality for a time-fixed task such as a videoconference. Opportunity cost reveals the importance of a task since the importance of a task can be correlated with higher penalty for not achieving the desired level of audio and video quality. While assigning tasks to resources, decision maker aims to minimize the total cost by consider the fine balance/trade-off among these cost items.
In this study, we model the consuming firms' situation as an optimization problem where the objective is to minimize the cost while satisfying the QoS and bandwidth capacity requirements (constraints) based on known tasks to be completed during a single planning period. Our model takes into account the tradeoff between the capacity acquisition and the opportunity cost. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 briefly describes the most relevant studies published in extant literature, by doing so, justifying the value and novelty of this study. Section 3 provides specification and nomenclature of our proposed model along with the modeling assumptions. Section 4 is dedicated to the explanation of our GA-based heuristic solution methodology. Section 5 offers the details about the computational analyses and presents the results. Section 6 concludes the paper by providing a summary of our study and offering some future research directions.
Literature Review
To lay the foundation for our research effort, we classify and analyze the existing literature into two groups: application domain specific studies and heuristic method related studies. QoS and pricing related managerial and infrastructure level researches are listed and discussed in the first group while the studies related to Genetic Algorithm (GA) heuristic search technique are summarized in the second group. The review section is then conclude with differentiating and signifying out study in the light of the previous literature.
QoS and pricing related studies
One branch of the first group considers network infrastructure design to guarantee QoS level through bandwidth allocation and operating policies. There are numerous studies on these issues in literature that represents analysis of packet scheduling techniques and algorithms to mitigate loss of data/information, buffer/temporary storage algorithms, and variety of service delivery models. 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 The other branch in the first group of the extant literature relate to the supply side concerns such as pricing schemas and QoS offerings and combination of the two. Gupta et al. 10 claim that in order to improve the implementation and applicability, pricing should not be set at the packet level, rather multiple priorities with different QoS levels are needed to handle pricing applications easily and inexpensively. Many pricing strategies have been studied in the literature, of which the two that stands out at a high level are flat-rate pricing for each and every service, 11 and priority pricing where a variety of service classes are created and offered, each having varying levels of quality performance and price tags. 12, 13 In highly cited studies, 
GA related studies
There are many analytic studies in the literature using GA as a technique to solve highly complex decision problems. It is arguably the most popular and therefore the most commonly used heuristic algorithm available in analytics. GA is a biologically inspired random search algorithm that can potentially find the optimal (or near-optimal) solution in complex multi-dimensional search problems. 22 The algorithmic extend of GA is modeled after the natural evaluation of species where the operators that it employs are all inspired by the natural evaluation process. The GA operators, also known as genetic operators-selection, crossover and mutation-are used to manipulate entities (i.e., individual species in natural world and potential solution alternatives in analytics world) in a collection of solutions (i.e., population) over many iterations (i.e., generations) to reach the ultimate optimality by gradually improving the objective function value (i.e., the overall fitness). GA provides a symbolic parallel to the original problem, That is, it does not know (or should know) the underlying content/knowledge about the search-based problem. Instead, it tries to optimize the outcome by dealing with a pseudo representation of the actual parameter space using the analogy of chromosomes and genes. 23 Execution of GA starts with a randomly or semirandomly generated population of potential solutions. 22 The population size in GA is denoted with N, and the value of N should be decided prior to start of processing. Each solution is represented by chromosomes that are made of units called genes, each of which encodes a particular variable (e.g., feature of the organism). The position of a gene within a chromosome also reflects on particular sequence of the variable list (e.g., feature of the organism). 24 GA is a search algorithm that has its own set of parameters (e.g., population size, crossover rate, mutation rate, etc.) prone to their own "optimal" search processes. Some of the best-practices-driven GA parameters and their plausible values are given in Table 1 . Another issue in proper design and implementation of GA is how to identify a suitable set of values for the genetic operators -selection probability, crossover rate and mutation rate. Usually the methods and related values used for selection of parents from the current population and selection of subsequent members of the next generations are different.
The aim of the parent selection procedure is to find the ones that are more likely to reproduce more instances/offspring whose fitness value are higher than those of the ones produced previously. The selection of the individuals can be indicated as a two-step process: (i) determination of number of trials an individual can expect to receive; (ii) conversion of the expected number of trials into a discrete number of offspring. 25 Several number of selection methods can be applied to GA including random selection, roulette wheel selection, ranking selection, stochastic universal sampling and elitism, etc. Proportional selection, which is called "roulette-wheel" selection, is the most used standard selection operator. 25, 26 Fitness values of individuals proportionally corresponds to the size of the space allocated to them on an imaginary wheel; 22 larger the space, higher the chances of being selected. That is, even the most dominant individuals (as per their fitness values) have a decent chance of being left out, Fitness in natural systems is often interpreted as the ability to survive and multiply, as such, representing the natural/random selection process observed in natural world. This kind of random selection prevents the some of the technical problems such as premature (i.e., local minimum/maximum; or sub-optimal solution) convergence. 27 The crossover operation is widely considered the feature that makes GA significantly different than many of the other heuristic search algorithms, such as tabu 22 The crossover operator is used to create two new offspring solutions (children) using two existing solution alternatives (parents) that are selected from the current population by the selection operation. Some of the most commonly practice typed of crossover operations include one-point, 28 ,29 two-point, multiplepoint crossover, 26 cycle and uniform crossover. 30, 31, 32 In the mutation procedure, all potential solutions in the population are processed one-by-one and bit-by-bit, and the bit values are either reversed or kept as is using a random chance calculation defined by the predetermined mutation rate. The mutation operator is designed to help GA prevent the process form premature/sub-optimal convergence by forcing the algorithm to venture into new solution spaces. As opposed to routinely applying mutation operation, it is better to design and implement "smart" mutation strategies. One of these strategies promotes manipulating the mutation rate according to the evolution trend: increasing the mutation rate when a stalemate situation is reached, and inversely, decreasing the mutation rate when the solution fitness values are showing chaotic behavior, presenting values that are all over the probable range. Another strategy suggests adjusting the mutation rate according to the fitness value of a chromosome. Similarly, yet another strategy exemplifies the previous strategy but also prescribes different mutation probabilities for different parts of a chromosome. 22 Using similar smart strategies, several researchers successfully applies GA based solutions to different application domains, such as Jin et al. 33 applies
GA for the first time to the multi-stage hybrid flow job shop scheduling problem, and Gul et al. 34 applies it to scheduling of surgical services.
In conclusion, even though there exist several research articles related to modeling and implementation of QoS measures as given above, some of them even including GA applications, in the telecommunications as well as other areas, to the best of our knowledge there is no other study that uniquely combines and leverages both of these concepts in telecommunications management research. Moreover, proposed research differs from current literature in the following manners: (1) modeling of QoS parameters from firms' point of view rather than service providers or network owners (suppliers), and (2) not only modeling and solving bandwidth sourcing problem of firm but also providing decision support mechanism for task allocation issues by integrating GA techniques.
Development of the Model for Provider Selection and Task Allocation
In this study, we consider telecommunication environment at which multiple providers exists and the firm can acquire network capacity (bandwidth) with different QoS levels at different prices. Similar to the model developed by Kasap et al. 1 and Zhou et al. 29 , we model the capacity and the packet loss probability requirements explicitly, but formulate delay and jitter as level matching constraints. We also consider the allyou-can-send pricing scheme 16 in which the firm gives a fixed price for a fixed bandwidth available for a fixed duration. Generally speaking, there are two different types of tasks that use data networks. A real-time task which is time-fixed since its size can be compressible and changed without affecting its completion but the transmission duration cannot be changed. Examples of such includes audio/video transmission tasks such as teleconferencing and video/audio streaming. A task is size-fixed if all bits have to be transmitted at the same time but the duration can change. Most traditional data applications such as file transfer, database transactions are considered to be size-fixed. This two-task type classification provides a reasonable representation of the common practice in real-life applications. 
Problem notation
In order to maintain consistency, understandability and resemblance to common practice as they are covered in the related literature, from heretofore, we will use the following nomenclature (i.e., representation of parameters and decision variables) while presenting formulations and solution procedures in this paper. Parameters: I, J : The ordered index set of resources, and tasks respectively. , 
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v y y ∈ (13) Problem P1 considers the tradeoff between the capacity acquisition cost and opportunity cost due to not meeting target transmission rates in real-time tasks. Constraint set (2) guarantees that we can use only up to available capacity. The QoS requirements of the resources satisfying the minimum QoS requirements of the tasks that are assigned to them are ensured by Constraint set (3). Constraint (4) ensures that all timefixed tasks assigned to a resource are completed when the resource is available (time dimension). Moreover, a similar constraint is not necessary for size-fixed tasks since Constraint set (2) guarantees that a size-fixed task is only assigned if there is enough capacity. Constraint set (5) prevents using more bandwidth than available at any time (bandwidth dimension). Constraint (6) along with (13) ensures that a task is assigned to only one resource and all tasks are assigned. Constraint set (7) and (8) guarantees that the tasks are actually allocated the required amount of time slices. Constraint set (9) guarantees that a network resource is selected only if at least one task is assigned to it. Constraint set (10) ensures that a task is assigned to a network resource only if it occupies a time slice on it. Constraint set (11) states that transmission rate for a time-fixed task j should be high enough to satisfy the minimum transmission (reception rate) at the sink node. Constraint set (12) enforces the target transmission limitation for all tasks. Unlike a bin-packing problem (BPP) P1 allows, as Figure 1 illustrates, the duration of the tasks in A T to be fixed. Since the transmission rate can vary, the size of the task can change. Moreover, the areas of the tasks in A S are fixed but the shapes are variable since the transmission rate and the transmission time can both vary as long as the size remains fixed. The shape of items in the set A S could be a single rectangle or a combination of several rectangles (item 5 in Figure 1 ).
At any time, the summation of transmission rates of active tasks has to be less than or equal to the bandwidth of resources.
The problem is NP-hard in the strong sense. 35 Although obtaining an exact solution to the problem is difficult (if not impossible), a meta-heuristic that yields satisfactory sub-optimal solutions can be formulated. In the nest section we present our GA-based heuristic approach to this problem. The flow chart for the proposed GA based hybrid heuristics is depicted in Figure 2 .
Solution Procedure Based on Hybrid GA Approach
As a solution procedure we offer three meta-heuristics combination of GA approach and the heuristic developed by Kasap et al. 1 and Zhou et al. 29 In the first two meta-heuristics (GA1 and GA2), the tasks are assigned to resources by using GA approach. After assignment, start time and transmission rate of each tasks (in other words task allocations) are handled by using the idea of the heuristic (called Heuristic A-that is used in steps 3 and 5 in Figure 2 ) developed by Kasap et al. 1 In addition, after completing all iterations in GA2,
we call Heuristic A so that we can use resource reduction idea of it. Hence, we expect to have better results compared to GA1. In the third meta-heuristic (GA3), we use GA approach only to identify which resources will be selected. After that, task assignments to these resources and start time and transmission rate of each task in other word task allocations are handled by using the idea of Heuristic A. Since a GA solution requires a proper representation of chromosomes/genes, along with the identification of GA operator values, we dedicate the next sub-section to explain the nature and reasoning of our decisions.
Designing chromosome and initial population in GA
According to model, a task can be allocated to only one resource, however more than one task can be allocated in a leased network capacity (resource). Moreover, a feasible sub-set of resources from the available resource International Journal of Computational Intelligence Systems, Vol. 10 (2017) 866-881 ___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ set can be acquired, but all of the scheduled tasks have to be completed, which means all the tasks should be allocated to a resource. Hence, we designed our chromosomes (for GA1 and GA2), by adopting an integer permutation similar to some studies in the literature. 29 The genetic encoding of an m-task and rresource allocation problem can be stated in a scheme based on an m-dimensional matrix where the position of each gene in the chromosome indicates the number of a task, j, as in Figure 3 . Therefore, the length of a chromosome is equal to the number of the tasks, m, to be assigned to the resources, and we coded chromosomes with real numbers indicating a specific resource (showing which resource task allocated in) from the resource set. This genetic representation scheme ensures that equality constraint in (6) is automatically satisfied, since only one resource is assigned to each task. This stage corresponds to step 1 in Figure 2 .
In this study, we use a population size of 100, K = 100, 28, 31, 32, 36 running for 1000 generations for GA1 and GA2). We also use a population size of 40, K = 40, running for 100 generations for GA3 since running time of GA3 is too much compared to GA1 and GA2 (see step 2 in Figure 2 ). Hence chromosomes contain binary values in GA3 since each gene in the chromosome indicates whether the resource is selected to use or not. We create the initial population of possible solutions by using both randomly produced solutions and initial solution of Heuristic A. While producing random solutions we consider unit cost, total cost and capacity of resources and assign different weights to them. In other words, we do not give equal chance to resources to be selected. First we order resources according to their unit costs in ascending order. We assign higher chance to cheaper resources. Second, we order resources according to their total costs in ascending order. We assign higher chance to cheaper resources. Third we order resources according to their capacity in descending order. We assign higher chance to larger resources. We then randomly produce three subset of initial population considering these chances. Moreover, we consider total task size in other words minimum required total capacity and give more chance to sorted resources whenever their overall capacity is equal or less than total task size.
Heuristic A produces initial solutions for P1 by setting the transmission rate of time-fixed tasks to their upper bounds. In the case where results of Heuristic A is used as an initial population, the GA starts the optimization with a set of approximately known solutions and therefore converges to an optimal solution in less time than using only randomly produced solutions. However, the size of time-fixed tasks can be changed without disrupting its completion and, there can be better solutions which have an opportunity cost because of size compressible feature of time-fixed tasks.
Therefore, if only the initial solutions of Heuristic A are used, the GA has the risk of converging to local optima. Oppositely, if we use only random solutions, the CPU time of the GA can be too long. Because of aforementioned reasons, in our tests, we create 25% and 40% of the initial population by using Heuristic A, and the remaining population individuals by using a random number generator.
When a traditional GA is applied to the problem under investigation, it produces numerous infeasible chromosomes in each generation, resulting poor performances. At each iteration, for each possible solution (in other words for each chromosome), start time and transmission rate of each tasks are calculated (in other words tasks are allocated to given resources) by using the allocation idea of the Heuristic A, which corresponds to step 3 in Figure 2 . The fitness of each chromosome is computed as the objective function value of the model. Whenever, the heuristics cannot allocate tasks to given resources, we can say that the solution is infeasible and we can assign very high objective function value. Since the GA algorithm selects the best solutions at every iteration as the next population, it never selects infeasible solutions. 
Selection
In GA approach, first the chromosomes that are used in the crossover operation have to be selected. In the selection operation, elitism method is applied since it first determines chromosomes with the best fitness value, and then transfers their raw fitness values into the next generation in order to create more chromosomes with higher fitness values into the entire population of the next generation.
We employ linear ranking selection to individuals. The population is sorted from the best to the worst chromosomes and the selection probability of each chromosome depends on the given rank. 24 The ranking function has the following form:
( 1)
where p j is the selection probability for the jth chromosome in the ranking of the considered population, q is the probability of the best chromosome and q 0 the probability for the worst chromosome we can determine the parameter r as follows:
where K is the population size.
Intermediate chromosomes' ranks are decreased from q to q 0 proportionally to their rank. We set
, and
Crossover
In this study, 0.6 and 0.8 crossover rates, that are compatible with suggested rates given in Table 1 , are used during the computational analysis of GA. In order to find parents in the crossover operation, we use linear ranking idea as in Section 4.2. We use a one-point crossover operator, by which two parent chromosomes are each cut into two segments and two new chromosomes are obtained by concatenating these segments (Figure 4) .
Since the process is totally random, a newly created solution (i.e., chromosome, which may be a member of the initial population or created as part of mutation/crossover operators) may not readily match to a feasible resource allocation schema. In this study, in order to maintain richness of the solutions space, we allowed for infeasible chromosomes, however, after identification of an infeasible chromosome, we use the allocation step of the Heuristic A and accordingly assign fitness value. That is, and as explained in Section 4.1, we assign high fitness value to infeasible chromosomes so that they will not be selected for the next generations.
Mutation
Crossover and mutation correspond to step 4 in Figure 2 and numeric examples for this step are given in Figures  4 and 5 . In GA, the mutation operator randomly selects a gene (representing a specific task) and then changes value of that gene which implies that the task is allocated to a different resource in the resource set, I ( Figure 5 ). This new resource of the task j can be either a resource used by other tasks or completely a new resource that is not used before by any task. In order to eliminate assigning completely new (not used before for assignment) resource, we modify traditional mutation function. If the randomly generated value for the gene in mutation represents empty resource (not used before), we enforce generation another value for gene until non We also modify gene selection step in mutation. We assign high probability for the genes, whose representing resource have higher available unused capacity (in other word resource utilized less), to be selected for the mutation. Finally, for the mutated value of the gene, we assign low probability for the resources whose available unused capacity is high. By modifying mutation operator, we help closing (not selecting) resources that are utilized less. In this study, we use mutation rate as 0.01.
Replacement and elitism
In GA the size of population remains the same throughout iterations. Therefore, after crossover and mutation, some of the chromosomes have to be eliminated. We sort chromosomes based on their fitness value. Then we select best K chromosomes for the next generation. Elitism method determines chromosome with the best fitness value, and then transfers its raw fitness value into the next generation in order to create more chromosomes with higher fitness values into the entire population of the next generation. Elitism correspond to step 6 in Figure 2 .
Computational Results for GA Approach
The data set that we used in this study contains 720 problems with 36 different problem settings. As shown in the Table 2 , for the experimental design we use four factors/parameters to generate the 36 different problem settings/scenarios. All tests are performed on a 2.40 GHz Intel Core 2 quad CPU Q6600 processor with 4 GB RAM, running 32-bit Windows.
Three pricing scenarios (one random and two provider-sensitive) are used. In the first one, all resource usage costs are randomly generated. For the provider sensitive cases (Figure 6 ), the resource usage cost is defined as a function of the bandwidth and the QoS level of the resource. In the parallel cost curve case, there is a dominant provider (i.e., the least expensive). In the other case, the price curves of different providers intersect each other so that at some bandwidth and QoS level a provider becomes more expensive. Intuitively, the firm will use the lowest cost as long as the QoS constraints are satisfied. In cases where QoS cannot be satisfied the firm will switch to a competitor. We study the random cost structure solely to test the performance of the heuristic. Another factor for the problem is tightness that is defined as the ratio of the total task size to the total resource capacity. Three levels (50%, 70%, and 90%) of tightness have been used in the computational study. It is expected that as tightness increases the number of resources used and the number of crashed tasks will increase. Two levels of average number of tasks per resource are 10 and 25. This is obtained by setting the ratio of average task size to average resource capacity to 0.1 and 0.04 respectively. We randomized sizes of tasks, resource capacities and QoS requirements while maintaining the above ratios. The last factor is the ratio of the number of time-fixed tasks to that of the sizefixed tasks and it varies from 1 to 2.
In order to test the solution quality of GA1, we run whole data set (720 problems) 8 times by setting 2 different crossover rate (0.6 and 0.8), Heuristic A initial solution percentage (25% and 40%) to generate population for GA1, and total task size coefficient (1.25 5) showing minimum required total capacity. We also set population size as 100, mutation rate as 0.01, number of iteration as 1000 and number of crossover cutting point as 1. Table 3 lists the average quality of solution for each problem setting. In the table, the column labeled as Z GA1 /LB shows the ratio of the GA approach outcome to the lower bound (LB). The overall average gap between solutions of GA1 and LB is 23.93% with minimum gap of 10.64%. Although Heuristic A can reduce the number of resources used by crashing time-fixed tasks and swapping among resources, it may not produce optimal results. That is, the main idea behind the heuristic is to reduce the number of resources acquired (reducing the cost of acquiring capacity) by reducing (crashing) the transmission rate of time-fixed tasks just enough (creating opportunity cost) so that other unassigned tasks can now use the slack capacity created by the reduction. Heuristic swaps the tasks among the resources so as to fit all of them. When sufficient slack capacity is created, one of the used resources is eliminated (Reduce the number of used resources) and the procedure is repeated until no slack capacity can be created. However, GA approach can find suitable resources used but could not eliminate one of them by crashing and swapping. In other words, it is suitable for resource selection but not task allocation since it requires too many swapping (it may require too many iteration).
Fig. 5. Real number uniform mutation
As given in Gul et al. 34 , using more computational effort with GA-based method under a restricted environment does not accomplish significant additional improvements. When we check number of resources used, GA1 uses 1-2 resources more than Heuristic A. Since cost of acquiring capacity is high enough, even one resource difference can create high Z GA1 /LB ratio. In order to test whether GA is suitable for resource selection but not task allocation, we run GA3 and compare with GA1 and GA2. After completing all iterations in GA2, we call the Heuristic A so that we can use resource reduction idea of it (see step 5 in Figure 2) . Hence, we expect to have better results compared to GA1. In GA3, we use GA approach only to identify which resources will be selected. After that task assignments to these resources and start time and transmission rate of each task in other word task allocations are handled by using the idea of the Heuristic A. Since GA3 uses task assignment and swapping ideas of this heuristic in every iteration, running time of GA3 is too much compared to GA1 and GA2. Table 2 , we use whole data set for the run (crossover rate = 0.6, Heuristic Solution Percentage = 25% and Total Task Size Coefficient = 1.25) having lowest Average Z GA1 /LB ratio in Table 3 . The solution quality and run time comparison for all three GA heuristics is given in Table 4 . As we expected, Z GA2 /LB ratio is much better than Z GA1 /LB ratio since GA2 call Heuristic A at the end (after completing all iterations) and resource reduction idea is working well within a reasonable extra run time. Moreover, GA3 is having extremely good Z GA3 /LB ratio compared to other two heuristics and Heuristic A. The quality of GA approach is better than Heuristic A, since the overall average gap between solutions of GA3 and LB is 3.36% compared to 4.87%. Hence, GA approach is suitable for resource selection but not task allocation since it requires too many swapping. Since GA3 uses task allocation and swapping idea from Heuristic A, it requires to call Heuristic A for each population for each iteration hence it has too huge run time.
As given in Table 4 , GA3 has run time on the average around 5 days with max value of around one month. That is why, we set iteration number as 100. If it is more than 100 run time could be too much, however, the solution quality could be better. Since we obtain reasonable better solutions compared to Heuristic A, we did not test with more iterations. The effect of pricing type is shown in Table 5 .
The solution quality is low in case of provider sensitive pricing since only some of the resources are cheaper and GA approach need to find them as solution. However, in random pricing, there are many possibilities in the solution set so that solution quality is high. The most difficult problem type is the ones with intersecting cost curves. In parallel cost curve case there is a low cost provider at all levels of quality and bandwidth, however, in the third case where providers have intersecting cost curves, one provider is cheaper at low bandwidth, another is cheaper at high bandwidth and high quality. Finding best resource combination as solution becomes even more difficult. Since the difficulty level of problems increases with provider sensitive pricing especially intersecting cost curves and GA approach could not work with crashing and swapping to eliminate less used (utilized) resources, number of used resources increases. Run time for intersecting cost curve pricing is lower compared to other. GA approach works faster but could not find good solution compared to parallel cost curve case since intersecting cost curve problem type is difficult than others.
The effect of tightness is described in Table 6 . When tightness increases from 50% to 90% the solution quality of GA1 decreases since it requires more swapping and GA approach is not good at task allocation and swapping. Since GA2 and GA3 uses task allocation, crashing and swapping idea from Heuristic A, the solution quality increases with fewer gaps to LB. When tightness increases, the difficulty level of problems increases. Moreover, GA2 and GA3 work excellent with more compact problems. Table 7 represents the effect of number of tasks per resource. Since we kept the total required capacity constant across the scenarios the size of each task decreases as the number of tasks per resource increases. Hence, there is less of a need to crash tasks when the number of tasks per resource increases and GA1 solution quality increase. However, GA2 and GA3 solution quality decrease since they use task allocation, crashing and swapping idea from Heuristic A more. Even solution quality decreases with increasing number of tasks per resource, the quality is still better than GA1. Moreover, since number of tasks per resource increases, it requires more calculations in GA1 and GA2. Hence run time increases with increasing number of tasks per resource. However, the increase in run time in GA3 is comparable less since this approach uses GA only resource selection not task allocation. Table 8 documents the effect of the ratio of the number of time-fixed tasks to size-fixed tasks. When the ratio increases from 1 to 2, due to more time-fixed tasks, solution algorithm can perform more crashing and swapping since it is harder to schedule time-fixed tasks.
Hence, GA approach solution quality decreases compared to Heuristic A. Since GA2 and GA3 uses task allocation idea from Heuristic A, their solution quality do not affected much compared to GA1 while considering the increase in the ratio of the number of time-fixed tasks to size-fixed tasks. Moreover, run time of GA3 increases a lot with increasing in the ratio of the number of time-fixed tasks to size-fixed tasks since it calls Heuristic A at every iteration and use more crashing and swapping for time-fixed tasks. Moreover, the ratio of time-fixed to size-fixed tasks may have an impact on the feasibility, since it is harder to schedule time-fixed tasks. Table 9 represents the effects of pricing type on bin usage share. When there is random pricing, all providers have almost equal bin usage share as expected. In the parallel cost curve case, provider 1 with lowest cost has more usage share. Hence, in the intersecting cost curve case, provider 4 with lowest cost with high bandwidth has more usage share. Table 10 represents the effect of tightness on opportunity cost, total cost and bin utilization. When tightness increases bin utilization increases. Since GA1 uses task allocation and swapping idea less, its solution quality is low and bin utilization values are really low compared to GA2 and GA3. Hence, it is better to compare GA2 and GA3. When tightness increases opportunity coast and total cost increases. It represents that the number of tasks crashed and take opportunity cost increases with increasing tightness. Hence, the number of resources selected increases with increasing tightness. Moreover, GA3 works better than GA2 since its total cost is low and bin utilization is high. It represents that GA3 find good solution by using less resources and allocating task into them more compact. As can be seen in Tables 11 and 12 , number of tasks per resource and time-fixed / size-fixed task ratio has similar effect on opportunity cost and total cost comparing with tightness.
When number of tasks per resource increases opportunity coast and total cost increases. Hence, as time-fixed / size-fixed task ratio increases opportunity coast and total cost increases. Moreover, GA3 works better than GA2 since its total cost is low and bin utilization is high. 
Summary, Conclusions and Future Research Directions
In this paper, we presented a novel formulation of a cost minimization problem to solve a firm's network resource acquisition and task allocation problem subject to QoS requirements and opportunity costs. In our formulation, we modeled the packet loss probability requirements explicitly, and formulated delay and jitter as level matching constraints to simplify the model. Since the suggested model turned out to be NP-Hard complexity, obtaining an exact solution is difficult. In order to solve the proposed model, GA based metaheuristics that yield good solutions were developed. The solution quality of heuristics was tested by provided lower bound method, which allows prorating and relaxes integer decision variable so that task splitting is allowed. We suggested GA based heuristics that can take advantage of the trade-off between quality related costs and capacity costs. By comparing all three GA based heuristics, we can conclude that GA approach is suitable for resource selection but not task allocation since it requires too many swapping (it may require too many iteration). As given in Gul et al. 34 , using more computational effort with GA-based method under a restricted environment does not accomplish significant additional improvements within a reasonable time. Since task allocation requires too many swapping, we can integrate with good heuristics handling task allocation and swapping better such as Heuristic A. However, the disadvantage of calling Heuristic A is having too much run time since for each population and for all iterations we need to use this heuristic. However, GA3 obtains good results within fewer iteration since 100 is considered as less in GA algorithms. Finally, the quality of GA approach is better than Heuristic A, since the overall average gap between solutions of GA3 and LB is 3.36% compared to 4.87% in Heuristic A.
We demonstrated that the heterogeneous task set reveal some interesting challenges. We particularly focused on the all-you-can-send pricing where provider charges a fixed price for fixed bandwidth and duration. Computational study show how task distribution together with different prices and quality affect the optimal behavior of the firm. As tightness increases, the difficulty level of problems increases. Hence, GA2 and GA3 work excellent with more compact and difficult problems. It represents that GA3 find good solution by using less resources and allocating tasks into them more compact. However, GA approach works faster but could not find good solution in intersecting cost curve case compared to parallel cost curve case.
Although there are many studies in telecommunication sector about infrastructure and pricing issues in the literature, there are few studies about resource acquisition and task allocation strategies of firms combined with meta-heuristic solution. Hence, this study has important contribution to the literature to fills this gap.
From an application point of view, studying different pricing schemes could be suggested as future research direction since some pricing schemes will change the problem characteristics quite drastically and allow us to attain valuable managerial insights. Moreover, different meta-heuristics with GA such as Constraint Programming Based GA approach could be studied as future direction. Different chromosome and mutation structures could be tested.
